
Cash flow and draw management

Estimating and sales process

Online vendor bid management

Forecasting and budget management

Financial and management reporting

See the Benefits

Entire team has anywhere, anytime access

Owners, office, field and subs

All job info in one spot for easy access

Easy tracking for all job info
Easy access to materials used, costs incurred
and vendors involved for each job

Ease of job reconciliation
No more spreadsheets and separate tools
that don't talk to each other

Keep everyone on task and on schedule Create natural workflow paths for all office and
field employees

Digital filing cabinets
Permanent audit trail
One-click filing and access

Keep track of changes easily with real-time
updates on change orders

Reduce costs by eliminating duplicate entry and
human error

Help to eliminate amnesia and keep important
issues from being forgotten

Take a Look at the Features
BuilderGM is a cloud-based fully integrated, all-in-one construction management tool that makes your work more
streamlined, efficient and manageable. BuilderGM provides automated solutions to get more work done with less
effort.

Document, photo, video management

QuickBooks integration

Change order management 

Online portal for customers and vendors

Team collaboration

Vendor management

Integrated web and mobile application

Mobile time tracking

Internal allocation of time and costs

Automatic scheduling

Client communication

Building Can be Complicated and Requires a lot of Communication, Collaboration,
Coordination and Control. BuilderGM is the Tool You Need to Simplify Your Workflow.

BuilderGM is a great fit if you are a:

Small to mid-sized custom or production Home Builder
Remodeler
Commercial Contractor
Specialty Contractor

BuilderGM can Take Your Construction Business to the Next Level.

Brought to you by Hyphen Solutions, the makers of BuildPro.

buildergm.com

You're good at what you do; 
Let BuilderGM help make you better.

https://buildergm.com/request-a-demo/


Easy Implementation
Getting started is quick and easy. You get immediate
access to the platform and with BuilderGM's powerful
template-based system and our implementation support
specialists, you will be up and running on BuilderGM in
hours, not weeks or months. Quickly improve your
productivity and efficiency and start reaping the benefits.

Full QuickBooks Integration

You are a Builder, not a bookkeeper. Let BuilderGM simplify
your accounting needs. There is no need to replace your
current accounting solution or do double entry. BuilderGM
easily synchronizes all your accounting information with
QuickBooks Desktop or Online. With our BuilderGM to
QuickBooks integration you can manage all your
accounting information and keep everyone on the same
page in real-time. 

Template Driven
Templates are the foundation of BuilderGM and provide
the building blocks for estimating, scheduling, options,
selections, specification and cost tracking. Set your
template up once, refine as you go, and use for a lifetime.

Easy Workflow Organiziation
BuilderGM has a simple, intuitive work structure that flows
from one activity to the next, in sequence, and pushes
your job information through the pipeline with the click of
a mouse. 

Powerful Financial Management Tools

BuilderGM has the most summary, detailed and
aggregated financial reporting in its class. From accounting
reports to a sophisticated management dashboard, you
have at your fingertips a selection of financial tools to keep
your jobs and company moving in the right direction.  

Anywhere, Anytime

Work anywhere, anytime with BuilderGM's fully integrated
Web and Mobile Apps. Track time worked and apply labor
costs to your jobs with online and mobile time entry.
Become more efficient and put time back in your day by
using BuilderGM.

Estimates and Proposals

Estimate jobs quickly and accurately. BuilderGM provides
template driven estimating for fast, easy, job scoping. It
automatically generates a client questionnaire, a job
specification and a schedule as you scope your job so you
don't miss anything. Create polished, professional
presentations for your clients. Sell more jobs with less
effort. With BuilderGM you will spend less time and have
better success keeping your pipeline full.

CONTACT US TO SCHEDULE A DEMO

Why Not Start Now?
Try BuilderGM for Just $1

sales@ihyphen.com

buildergm.com

https://buildergm.com/request-a-demo/
mailto:sales@ihyphen.com
https://buildergm.com/request-a-demo/

